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Inductive generalization is a critical aspect of human cognition because it enables
people to generate new knowledge; however, mechanisms underlying early induction
are highly controversial. Some believe that when performing inductive generaliza-
tions, people, including young children, first identify the category of an entity and
then generalize properties of the entity to other members of the category (see Mur-
phy, 2002, for a review). Therefore, even early in development induction is said to be
based on prior categorization of presented entities, and is thus category-based. At
the same time, others believe that early induction is based on similarity of compared
entities (Sloutsky & Fisher, 2004a). To examine mechanisms of induction across
development, Sloutsky and Fisher (hereafter S&F) developed the Induction-then-
Recognition task (Fisher & Sloutsky, 2005; Sloutsky & Fisher, 2004a, 2004b).
S&F argued that if induction is performed on the basis of perceptual information,
participants should encode each individual item, whereas if induction is performed
on the basis of category-level information, participants may encode only category-
level, but not item-specific information. As a result, similarity-based induction
should not decrease recognition memory for individual items compared to a baseline
condition (in which induction cannot be performed on the basis of categorization),
whereas category-based induction should decrease recognition memory compared to
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the baseline. Therefore, under some conditions (i.e., when baseline accuracy is suffi-
ciently high) similarity-based induction may result in more accurate recognition than
category-based induction. These predictions have been confirmed in a number of
studies with young children and adults: in contrast to adults, young children (who
presumably perform similarity-based induction) exhibited no drop in recognition
accuracy compared to the baseline, thus exhibiting greater recognition memory than
adults (who presumably perform category-based induction).

Wilburn and Feeney (W&F) re-examine the S&F hypothesis linking mechanism
of inductive generalization and recognition memory, with the goal of testing a pos-
sible alternative explanation of S&F findings. W&F argue that it is possible that both
children and adults perform category-based induction, with children attending more
closely to pictures. This elevated attention to pictures results in accurate recognition
of individual items.

There are several strengths to W&F’s argument. First, W&F offer a hypothesis
that is a reasonable alternative to S&F (although a variant of this hypothesis was
considered by S&F). They also nicely demonstrate how tricky it could be to distin-
guish between competing theoretical positions, or even competing hypotheses. W&F
conclude that more research is needed to distinguish between the existing theories,
and it is difficult to disagree with this general conclusion.

In this response, I address two issues. First, I discuss whether S&F hypothesis is
critically undermined by W&F data. And more broadly, I discuss ways of comparing
competing hypotheses. In particular, I argue that given two competing hypotheses
(Hypothesis 1 and Hypothesis 2), preference should be given to the one that could
account for more data. The argument is based on the Bayesian approach to hypoth-
esis testing. If there are several competing hypotheses and a particular body of data,
the probability of each hypothesis given the data (HjD) could be compared using the
following reasoning. First, given that an a priori probability of each hypothesis is
unknown, it is not unreasonable to assume that they are equally likely. Therefore,
given the same body of data, the hypotheses differ to the extent of differences in their
likelihood, or the probability of data given a hypothesis (DjH). This reasoning sug-
gests the following principle of comparison: the broader and more diverse the body
of evidence explained by a given hypothesis, the higher the likelihood and therefore
the stronger the hypothesis. Therefore, the discussion here may be of interest not
only to the students of induction, but also to a broader community interested in
how to systematically compare competing hypotheses.

In what follows, I first review W&F’s findings. I then compare the likelihood of both
hypotheses by comparing how W&F’s and S&F’s hypotheses account for data stem-
ming from the Induction-then-Recognition paradigm and from some other paradigms.

1. An overview of W&F findings

In Experiment 1, W&F replicate S&F, demonstrating that after performing induc-
tion, young children, but not adults, accurately remember pictures that were pre-
sented during the induction phase. In Experiment 2, stimuli were presented for
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250 ms, and under this condition, children and adults both exhibited high induction
accuracy and low recognition accuracy. Furthermore, under the shortened presenta-
tion condition, young children exhibited a high gist component (i.e., they readily
discriminated a studied category from a novel category) and a low verbatim (or
item-specific) component (i.e., they poorly discriminated studied and non-studied
members of a studied category). W&F concluded that S&F do not distinguish
between the two hypotheses, one proposed by S&F and one proposed by W&F.
Recall that Hypothesis 1 (advocated by S&F) is that different mechanisms underlie
early and mature induction, with the former being similarity-based and the latter
being category-based, whereas Hypothesis 2 (advocated by W&F) is that mecha-
nisms of induction are fundamentally the same, with young children remembering
better because they attend to pictures more closely.

2. Comparing the likelihood of the hypotheses

In this section, I review a set of phenomena observed using the Induction-then-
Recognition task and consider the ability of each of the two hypotheses to account
for each phenomenon. An overview of these phenomena, their sources, and their
suggested compatibility with each hypothesis are presented in Table 1. As I argue
below, out of the 9 phenomena, there are at least 5 that can be explained by Hypoth-
esis 1, but not Hypothesis 2, there are 3 phenomena that can be explained by both
hypotheses, and there is 1 phenomenon that is inconclusive. At the same time, there
are no phenomena that can be uniquely explained by Hypothesis 2. Based on this
argument I conclude that Hypothesis 1 is stronger than Hypothesis 2, as Hypothesis
2 does not generate evidence that Hypothesis 1 cannot explain. Arguments presented
in the table support the central claim of W&F that some of the findings within the
Induction-then-Recognition paradigm (e.g., those presented in the first three rows
of the table) are compatible with both hypotheses. At the same time, the analysis
does not support the conclusion that the Induction-then-Recognition data cannot
distinguish between Hypothesis 1 and Hypothesis 2.

Finding 1: Differential memory accuracy in children and adults. Recall that S&F
(Fisher & Sloutsky, 2005; Sloutsky & Fisher, 2004a, 2004b) have found that after
performing induction, children exhibit more accurate recognition memory than
adults. In particular, adults confuse studied and novel items of the studied category,
whereas children do not. These findings were replicated by Wilburn and Feeney
(2008). As argued by W&F (and I agree with their argument), these findings are com-
patible with either Hypothesis 1 (different mechanisms of induction) or Hypothesis 2
(closer attention to pictures by young children).

Findings 2–3: High induction accuracy coupled with high gist component, and with

low recognition accuracy in children under shortened presentation time. Wilburn and
Feeney (2008) report two important findings. First, when items were presented for
a shortened period of time, young children readily distinguished between items com-
ing from the studied category and from a new category (i.e., there was a high gist
component). And second, under the shortened presentation conditions, children
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failed to discriminate the studied members of the studied category from new mem-
bers of the studied category (i.e., there was a low verbatim or item-specific compo-
nent). Hypothesis 2 has a clear way of accounting for these data – participants
perform category-based induction and under shortened presentation they do not
have time to fully inspect the pictures. Hypothesis 1 can explain these findings with-
out assuming category-based induction. The underlying idea is that although chil-
dren perform similarity-based induction, they do not have the time to fully
process the items. Given that category members have much in common, these com-
mon features are likely to be present on every trial. Therefore, children are more
likely to encode the frequently presented common features than distinct features
and, as a result, they readily distinguish studied categories from novel categories.
At the same time, participants may not have enough time to encode distinct features
(these features are important for differentiating between studied and new members of

Table 1
Reported findings, their sources, and compatibility with hypotheses proposed by S&F and by W&F

Finding Source Compatibility with proposed
hypotheses

Hypothesis 1 Hypothesis 2

1. After performing
induction, children, but not
adults exhibit accurate
memory

Fisher and Sloutsky
(2005); Sloutsky and
Fisher (2004a, 2004b);
Wilburn and Feeney
(2008)

Yes Yes

2. High gist component in
children under shortened
presentation time

Wilburn and Feeney
(2008)

Yes Yes

3. High induction accuracy
and low recognition accuracy
under shorter inspection
times

Wilburn and Feeney
(2008)

Yes Yes

4. Differential latencies in
children and adults

Wilburn and Feeney
(2008); Fisher and
Sloutsky (2005);
Sloutsky and Fisher
(2004a, 2004b)

Although both hypotheses can
tentatively account for this
finding, finding 4 is
inconclusive at this time

5. Children’s recognition
accuracy decreases after
training

Fisher and Sloutsky
(2005); Sloutsky and
Fisher (2004a, 2004b)

Yes No

6. Training affects the
induction but not the
baseline condition

Fisher and Sloutsky
(2005); Sloutsky and
Fisher (2004a, 2004b)

Yes No

7. The differential retention
of training across age groups

Fisher and Sloutsky
(2005)

Yes No

8. Gradual decrease in
memory accuracy in the
course of development

Fisher and Sloutsky
(2005)

Yes No

9. High recognition accuracy
for artificial stimuli in adults

Fisher and Sloutsky
(2005)

Yes No
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studied categories), and as a result, they poorly discriminate between studied and
new members of studied categories. Therefore, Hypothesis 1 and Hypothesis 2 can
both account for these findings.

Finding 4: Differential latencies in children and adults. Wilburn and Feeney (2008)
report that children and adults exhibited different response latencies, with children hav-
ing longer latencies than adults. W&F conclude that children were inspecting pictures
longer than adults, which resulted in higher memory accuracy. However, it is not clear
that the reported latency differences necessarily reflect differences in inspection times
(i.e., they can also reflect differences in the decision speed or in the speed of motor
responses). Therefore, this finding is inconclusive until inspection times are separated
from other variables potentially contributing to response latency. For example, eye-
tracking analysis could provide potentially disambiguating information.

Findings 5–6: Children’s recognition accuracy decreases after training in the induc-
tion condition, but not in the baseline condition. Another set of findings reported by
S&F (Fisher & Sloutsky, 2005; Sloutsky & Fisher, 2004a, 2004b) pertains to effects
of training to perform category-based induction on recognition accuracy. First,
training children to perform category-based induction resulted in decreased recogni-
tion memory in the induction condition. And second, training had differential effect
in the induction condition and in the baseline condition. If recognition accuracy in
children is driven by elevated attention to pictures as suggested by Hypothesis 2,
it is not clear why training that did not mention the importance or non-importance
of pictures would decrease attention to pictures. Again, Hypothesis 1, but not
Hypothesis 2, can explain this finding. Moreover, Hypothesis 2 cannot explain the
differential effect of training in the induction and the baseline conditions: if children’s
accuracy stems from elevated attention to pictures then the same training should
have similar effects on visual attention and thus result in similar accuracy.

Findings 7–8: The differential retention of training across age groups and gradual

decrease in memory accuracy in the course of development. There are two findings
reported in Fisher and Sloutsky (2005). First, while training to perform category-
based induction decreased recognition accuracy in both 5- and 7-year-olds, two
weeks after training, recognition accuracy of 5-year-olds went back to high pre-train-
ing levels, whereas effects of training persisted in 7-year-olds. And second, there was
a gradual developmental decrease in memory accuracy, with 11-year-olds being less
accurate than 7-year-olds, but more accurate than adults. Hypothesis 1 has a clear
explanation for these findings – there is a gradual developmental transition from sim-
ilarity-based induction to category-based induction, and 7-year-olds are at the begin-
ning of this transition, whereas 5-year-olds are not. However, it is not clear how
these findings could be explained by Hypothesis 2 – closer attention to pictures in
young children. Of course, one could argue that attention to pictures decreases grad-
ually. However, without specifying which aspects of visual attention lead to such
gradual decrease, this explanation would be purely ad hoc.

Finding 9: High recognition accuracy for artificial stimuli in adults. Fisher and
Sloutsky (2005) report an experiment, in which adults were presented with the Induc-
tion-then-Recognition paradigm with novel artificial bug-like stimuli. It was found
that adults in the induction condition exhibited recognition accuracy that was
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comparable to the no-induction baseline and was higher than their recognition accu-
racy when induction was performed with familiar animals. Again, Hypothesis 1 has a
clear explanation of this phenomenon: similarity-based induction is a default and,
when categories are novel, people fall back to this default, which results in high rec-
ognition accuracy. At the same time, Hypothesis 2 cannot account for this finding
because it explains differences in recognition accuracy as stemming from developmen-

tal differences in allocation of visual attention.
Findings stemming from a different paradigm: Dissociation of category and appear-

ance information in induction. Although we do not include it in the table, it seems useful
to consider data stemming from a different paradigm pitting category and appearance
information in the course of induction. Sloutsky, Kloos, and Fisher (2007) have
recently reported a series of experiments in which 4–5-year-olds performed category
learning, categorization, and induction tasks. Stimuli in these tasks were artificial
bug-like creatures, and the target category was bound by a deterministic inclusion rule,
with all category members sharing the rule. At the same time, many members of the tar-
get category looked similar to members of the contrast category (and different from
other members of the target category). It was found that while 4–5-year-olds ably
learned the categories and categorized correctly throughout the experiment, their
induction was based on appearance similarity, and not on category information.
Therefore, when appearance and category information are dissociated, induction fol-
lows similarity and not category information. This finding was predicted by Hypothesis
1, whereas Hypothesis 2 does not have an obvious way of accounting for it.

In short, W&F (2008) posed two questions: Does S&F evidence unambiguously
support Hypothesis 1, indicating that early induction is similarity-based? And should
we consider the possibility that children’s recognition accuracy is driven by children
attending more closely to the pictures (i.e., Hypothesis 2)? They answered ‘‘no” to
the first question and ‘‘yes” to the second. The analysis presented does not dispute
these conclusions, while suggesting that at this time Hypothesis 1 is stronger sup-
ported by data than Hypothesis 2.

W&F (2008) critique of S&F raises a broader issue of comparing competing
hypothesis: can a scientific hypothesis be fundamentally undermined by demonstrat-
ing that one or more of the phenomena generated by this hypothesis is compatible
with an alternative explanation? In this response I argued the answer requires a sys-
tematic comparison of competing hypotheses. One way of doing this is to compare
hypotheses on the basis of their ‘‘likelihood” or the amount of evidence each hypoth-
esis can account for. According to this criterion, Hypothesis 1 fares better than
Hypothesis 2 at this time. One way to generate stronger support for Hypothesis 2
is to predict phenomena that it can uniquely account for. This is a difficult challenge;
however, meeting this challenge would constitute a significant contribution to our
understanding of mechanisms of inductive generalization.
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